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Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) Managing Safely
Refresher.
Duration: One day including examination.
Course overview:
The IOSH Managing Safely Refresher is designed to provide continued support to managers in dealing
with health and safety issues in the workplace. Specifically, the course aims to:
 Revise key management responsibilities from the Managing Safely course.
 Update relevant changes in relevant, good practice guidance, legislation and standards.

Course content:
On successful completion of the course, delegates should be able to:










Explain the moral, legal and financial reasons for managing health and safety and how this is
an integral part of the manager’s role.
Explain how to assess risk and carry out a simple risk assessment.
Implement practical methods to reduce or control risks, including consideration of ‘reasonably
practicable’.
Explain their legal responsibilities and accountabilities with updated significant relevant
changes in legislation.
Explain the component parts of a recognised safety management system such as HSG65.
Understand how to report accidents and the accident investigation process. Identifying
immediate, underlying and root causes.
Demonstrate practical methods to measure performance in health and safety.
Understand the importance of measuring performance for improving health and safety and the
limitations of reactive and pro-active measuring.
Explain the purpose and setting up of audits both internally and externally.

The new certificate is valid for 3 years from the date that the Refresher course was attended.

Course booking:
Please contact one of our team for further details, course prices and booking arrangements on 01384
686039.
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